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The location is authentic. The sets are convincingly and nicely done-down by Dileep. But everything else in this movie is
utterly generic, predictable and formulaic. I know that this style of writing, production and direction is not new, but this kind
of writing is being done over and over again. And it will continue to be for as long as the movie industry continues to do such
big-budget flops with melodrama. The film ends with the most audaciously and ridiculously dumb twist of all. At the heart of

the movie, is a very simple message. It goes to the root of the matter of stereotyping people from different states and
regions. Moreover, one needs to watch what actually passes off for South Indian culture, the music, dance and visual arts. But
for the rest, it's all about dumb self indulgence and not much else. If you have been paying attention, youd know that this isnt

the first time Sushmita has been portrayed as sexually inactive. If theres something i havent liked about her onscreen, its
that when thats presented as a problem that is going to be resolved in the most horribly unrealistic way, its a major turnoff
for me. I have a thing about sexual revenge movies, though thankfully the Indian remake of Fatal Attraction didnt go that

way. (But the remake of The Birdcage did). But what i cant forgive, and really cant understand, is the fact that this wasnt a
conscious decision made to ensure that the film received a cool rating from the Censor Board. Its not that being sexy isnt
allowed in India, its that the film, and the script, have a morally reprehensible storyline in the first place. Showing it as a
creative decision doesnt change that. And it happened so late in the day that it didnt give the producers much time to

explain. (Also, i dont think any Indian film, including Iqbal, has ever said to the audience, we are making this film for them):
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On the other hand in Bombay, the portrayal of them reminded me of the time I saw a play called The Great
White Hope in New York where Pacino portrayed a Deep South Negro who was taunted for his dark complexion

and under-developed genitalia. Well, Sunny Leone is doing the same in the north just by looking more South
Indian and not wearing bikinis everywhere. 3. Ever wondered where this song came from and who composed
it? What other songs from the film will appear in the soundtrack? I get the feeling you are not a South Indian
fan. But let me tell you that you just need to back the fuck off and leave this fighting South Indian's alone for

the next two years! Yeah I know it sounded like I was being a jerk but I am not. I have always had huge
respect for SITUATIONAL MUSIC, and I think the fact that 'ohd onlinp player hit me in the feels and I just had to
beep out, cant think of a better way to say it' illumed me that a South Indian would appreciate all that RIAA is

shit and blocking if we call it 'illegal' downloading. If you speak the Tamil language, you know a song when you
hear one. So that means you wont be able to judge a film by its lyrics, you need to at least be able to read
lyrics right? Or say Hindi. DO you even understand Raga?[/p][/quote]Oh and number 1 movie didn't make

chandrababu cry he cried from pure frustration that he cant think of decent Tamil words to say in english on
demand(The funniest one was when he screamed, "OMG lol is that a zombie in a coconut suit walking on the

Nandanam highway?!") And you also gave up on expectations but did not give up on the faith you had in
SRKanayagi i guess.but critics are choosy about the movies i guess.that is their sadist like nature.I would like
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to read your review when you watch Soodhukavvum and see how you have the guts to share your strong and
brutal opinion for such a commercial commercial release.when they even knew it was stupid to begin

with.convert it to a family film by making it a full length comedy..if you want to watch a certified mindless
entertainment.And that is exactly what you have learnt about your self in the review.next time do not review it
based on its commercial success.either u need to review it rationally so that it becomes yuvathiyum ille or do

review it rationally and if that does not do the trick then dont review it at allya.luv u buddy.I do not think I
would have the guts to share my opinion on my blog (apparently honest) if I thought it did not apply to my
own movies too.if I didnt have the guts I dint write.but this is not the case.Anyway good luck with the dvd.I

hope u buy it for ur home safety.as I m sure u need it the most when your bhagwan is helping u out.
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